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I want to thank everyone again who reads the magazine and shares  
links on social media, I hope new players of the game will enjoy the 
bad humor too.

I must admit thI must admit that personally it is getting harder and harder each month 
to try to think of new and creative content for the magazine, my moti-
vation is waning and these last few issues have been carried along by 
Little Pet’s drive and enthusiasm (Thanks LP!)

That said I am thinking about winding up the magazine after 12 
months or handing the reigns to someone else who can do it justice 
because at this point I feel like I am making the same jokes over and 
over again and readers will eventually get sick of it.

 Also Last issue I was meant to issue a correction regarding issue 6’s 
Juicy Gossip column - Without doing any research I fully credited Dr 
Mog with the discovery of the Montreal data center IP addresses when                      
          appa          apparently that honor belongs to  Duuude Bismarck of Durandal.

                                                                                                   Until next time,

                                                                                                   Koryn Arcus
                                                                                                xoxo

Letter from the Editor

The thread itself was duplicated on the official public forums and was 
left untouched so I continued to post updates each month for each 
new issue, when I went to do so for July I discovered that this thread 
has also now been deleted - I wasn't given any notice or warning this 
time - Lucky!

t’ is now official that Menphina magazine is the dirty little secret of the Final Fantasy 
XIV community. A few months ago I started a thread on the beta forums to promote 
the magazine, within 48 hours the thread was deleted and I received a formal warning 
for posting obscene content with the threat of a permanent ban.  
I

II
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 Get your moonly checkup with MENPHINA’S Resident Doctor!

Dr Cid
Shiva me timbers

Dear Dr Cid,

MMy chick is so frigid we barely ever 
have sex, its so frustrating! When 
I ask her why she doesn't like to 
have sex she tells me that it hurts 
her. I think she is just an ice queen 
hell bent on making me a horny 
miserable bastard!

DDustin Diamond
Ishgard,

 Coerthas Highlands

Dr Cid says:
Dude, this ice queen has you 
burned! 

IIf she is complaining that sex is 
painful the rst thing I would sug-
gest is making sure that you are 
giving a sufficient amount of fore-
play to help melt the frost in her 
snow cave. 

If you just expect to go at it with 
your ice pick without sufficiently 
warming her up rst will cause her 
pain!

it’s hard to Ramembuh

Dear Doctor,

I am an elderly man of a few 
thousanthousand years, the nice sylphs 
have always taken good care of 
me but my age is taking a toll and 
I have these horrible aches and 
pains... 

I am an elderly man of a few 
thousanthousand years, the nice sylphs 
have always taken good care of 
me but my age is taking a toll and 
I have these horrible aches and 
pains...

I am an elderly man of a few 
thousanthousand years, the nice sylphs 
have always taken good care of 
me but my age is taking a toll and I 
have these horrible aches and pains 
do you have a tonic to help relieve 
my woes?

Garduda, Queen of Storms
NNatalan,

Coerthas Central Highlands

Dr Cid says:

There, There Grandpa hop back into 
bed and the nice sylphs will bring 
you your pipe with some moko 
weed.



My back is archon

To the son of a bitch named Dr Cid!

PPlease be aware that my lawyers will 
be showing up on your door any day 
now to serve you with my claim for 
mal practice! That right scum, I’m 
suing you!  

To all of the ladies out there who 
read this magazine, think twice 
bebefore approaching Dr Cid for 
cosmetic enhancement surgery,
I went there seeking a modest bust 
enlargement to a “C” cup but this poor 
excuse for a man made me into a DD!! 
I am having terrible back aches 
and opening cupboard doors 
is nigh on impossible! is nigh on impossible! 

Minlia, Scions of 
the seventh dawn
Vesper Bay,

Western  Thanalan

Dr Cid says:
I I don’t hear Y’shtola complaining you 
degenerate dyke! I give you a free 
upgrade and this is the thanks I get? 
Send your blood hounds honey, I ain't 
scared! 





The Pink Pirate Posse

* On the quest for booty?

* Want to feel the tug of 
the seas?

*Willing to get down on all
fours and scrub the deck?

JoinNow!



















A Pirates Guide To
FREE COMPANIES

Many self-empowered women these days are venturing into enterprise on 
their own and are no longer the mal treated slaves of men, it is important to 
know how to maximise your success and reap the bounty of effective 

management. 
Menphina has researched the most effective tips to assist you to become 

captain of your own ship and sail the seas of success! 

LAY THE GROUND WORK
FirsFirst off start by setting up a free company website, the website must include 
important features like a calendar, forums, guild bank and social features to 
get your recruits comfy – this all sounds unnecessarily nice but there are 
ulterior motives to having these features, we will discuss these in detail 
throughout the article.

SET THE TONE OF THE FREE COMPANY
It is very important to be vague about the types of 
adventures that are sought to fill the ranks of the free 
company. 

The best way to maximize the variety of adventurers is to
say that the company is progression based.

Casual adventurers tend to lack focus and onlyCasual adventurers tend to lack focus and only
participate in quests that are “fun” this will limit the
speed that you can generate wealth but is 
compensated by long term income generation.

Hard core adventurers manage to amass wealth quickly 
but tend to be as calculating as you are – if you sell the
company as hard core these adventurers will expect you to
work as hard as they do and will expect generous returnswork as hard as they do and will expect generous returns
for their hard work. 



TELL ALL OF HYDAELYN YOUR VISION
It is important to establish two company charters, one with 
your personal goals and one that will be published on the 

website, essentially a contract of which your recruits will be
 required to abide by. 

Your personal vision should outline your goals and how you
 intend to achieve them – don intend to achieve them – don’t be humble, this is for your 

eyes only remember!

Try to outline the goals in dot point form and then 
describe your plan to achieve these goals with a paragraph

 or two, for example;

• I will become a multi Gillionaire

I I will achieve this goal by recruiting many naïve new adventurers with the 
promise of support and progress but require them to pay guild fees and 
contribute regularly to the guild bank without them knowing they will 

receive little financial support in return.

Essentially your personal charter will contain ruthless strategy to 
maximismaximise your personal success while the public charter will be re written 
to align with your personal goals but have the appearance of being for the 

greater good of the company;

• Our free company with be richly resourceful and 
amount mass wealth!

The free company will require a small registration fee upon acceptance and 
will require regular contributions to the guild bank so that there are 

generous reserves when needed.generous reserves when needed.



LAY DOWN THE LAW
Layout some basic rules that appear to be harmless enough but allow con-

text to be able to enforced on a technicality if needed.
Ensure that it is clear that you have the final say on all matters and the 

power to override any decisions.

KEEP CYCLING EVENTS AND FILL UP THE CALENDAR
Even the most mundane of events and quests filling out the calendar gives 
the impression of being busy and always having something to do. Allow-
ing people to reserve their position in a particular activity will incite com-
petition between members to show their loyalty and dedication for being at 

every event.

PARTICIPATE IN SOCIAL FEATURES OF YOUR WEBSITE
Post blogs, share photos and make polls – this is the easiest way to give 
the impression that you are engaged with the company and its adventurers. 
You don’t actually have to like any of these people but a faux friendliness 

will keep them eating out of your hand.

BeinBeing active on the website will encourage other members to participate, 
they will eventually form friendships and bonds and think that this is the 
best free company in the world – loyalty is cheap and won’t cost you a 

single Gil.



CHOOSE YOUR OFFICER”S CAREFULLY
Make sure that any officers you appoint are docile and will mindlessly 

follow your instructions. 
TheThey should be capable of leading events once your member base starts 
growing but should never interfere with your management of the company. 
Limit the number of officers you have so that events can only accommodate 
a limited number of your total company, tell people to wait their turn for 
events to keep them engaged, make a noise about how great it was and 
what they missed out on, as they saying goes “Treat ‘em mean and keep 

‘em keen!”

RECRUIT ALL THE TIMERECRUIT ALL THE TIME
All companies face a certain amount of attrition which will make it easy to 
bring new adventurers into the fold, having a large member base means that 
you can drift between many members to help you stay under the radar when 

capitalizing Gil and rewards.

IF YOU FUCK UP AND PEOPLE REALISE YOUR AN ASSHOLE
SimpleSimple, empty the guild bank, disband the company and purchase a world 
transfer and a bottle of fantasia ASAP. Just make sure you use a differ-
ent alias and learn from your mistakes for when you start over on the new 

world.








